
Our company will solve your problems of Menma！

　　　　We offer lots of products with different tastes, eating textures, 
　　　sizes and colors. Furthermore, as the PB product, we offer product 
　　　development assistant to our clients. We have the minimum quantity 
      requirement of the PB products. Please contact with us to learn 

　Require less time and water in the soaking       more information.
process without changing the flavor and the 
taste of the normal ones.

　This is the salty type of Hosaki Menma
（tip of bamboo shoots).

texture.

3
　Less salt is used, compared with the normal 
ones produced by our company.

　Keep the special taste and color of Menma. 
Use as less salt as possible.
  *Made in our Chinese factory.

a small amount can offer the 
　 sense of volume.

　This is the boiled type of Menma. Can be 
used instantly in fried cooks, seasoned cooks 
and boiled cooks rather than Ramen.

　Require less time and water in the soaking 
process without changing the flavor and the 
eating texture of the normal ones. favor size.

　Cut into the size that can be also used easily   *Made in our Chinese factory.  *Made in our Chinese factory.
in cooks rather than Ramen in our Chinese 
infactory.
  *Made in our Chinese factory.

　The product under the tradition standard 
with reduced price.

　　【Ｂ】　Mild salted type

Miled salted Menma「shinise」　1.7ｋｇ

Mild salted Menma　1.5kg
 The Menma with impact eating 
texture, flavored with our company’s 
special recipe based on soy sauce.

Hosaki Menma. Guangzhou Menma.

106 oz. can

　　【Ｂ】　Canned seasoned Menma

106 oz. can     30 oz. can  Guangzhou Menma.

*Made in our Chinese
factory.

Produce of Taiwan
（Roots）.

　　【Ｃ】　Boiled type

Very thick type.

～　Deal with the problems of Menma　～

(1) Are you concern about the bunch of
    times spending in soaking process?

（2）Are you concern about the lots of works to flavor the
Menma?

(4) Are you concern about the originality of Menma?

　　【Ａ】　Seasoned Menma's　1㎏
　　【Ａ】　The series of less salted Menma that diversified in place
          of origin and size.

　　・Do you care about the human resource cost, the water bill and
     the salt-air damage problem?

　　【Ａ】　Salted type
produce of

Taiwan.
Very thin type. Mid sliced type.

Standard
thick type.

Hosaki Menma in brine 1.7kg

Menma in brine 1.7kg

　The charming point is the soft eating 
Length：4～9ｃｍ

Standard.
Length：6～8ｃｍ Length：4～7ｃｍ

After soaked After soaked After soaked After soaked After soaked 

Length：6～8ｃｍ Length：4～7ｃｍ

quantity per 100g ： quantity per 100g ：

For Ramen. Thin sliced.

　　【Ｂ】　Very thick sesoned Menma [long size]　1kg

about 30 slices about 150 slices

quantity per 100g ： quantity per 100g ： quantity per 100g ：

about 140 slices about 60 slices about 30 slices

　　【Ｃ】　ＳＤＦ Boiled Hosaki Menma 1kg

 Combine the special soft

 Well flavored product, even

eating texture and crunchy
eating texture of Hosaki
Menma.

Boild Menma　1kg
 *Made in our Chinese factory.

Eco Menma in brine　2kg
 The Menma without cut into slices.
 The thick and short strip of Menma with less salt,
produced by our special processes. Recommend to

　　【Ｄ】　ＳＤＦ Tanzaku Menma in brine 2kg（3）Are you concern about the price of Menma?

*Made in our Chinese
factory.

（Good buy）Boiled Menma　1kg
the customers wanted to cut the Menma into their

Salted Menma　2kg


